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Initial results of the new OnQ ModuleJet actuator

Rapid modernization on the headbox
Board producer Moritz J. Weig GmbH in Mayen needed a solution for its outdated profile controller
system on the headbox. Because of the harsh environment, the actuators no longer worked reliably,
so that along with downtimes, there were unwanted fluctuations in the basis weight profile. With
the customer, Voith Paper developed a cost-effective modernization solution in which the new
OnQ ModuleJet actuators were used for the first time.
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“A thoroughly successful upgrade, no profile problems,
no downtimes!”
Thomas Ganster, project manager of the OnQ ModuleJet upgrade, Weig Karton

An upgrade of outdated headboxes is possible through a
simple rebuild.
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“We are impressed by this innovative Voith solution.”
Henning Dippel, KM 6 operations manager, Weig Karton

“Although the project was decided on at very short notice, only around five weeks
from placing the order to startup, everything went off without a hitch. Since the
upgrade, there has not been a single malfunction in the hardware or software.
We are impressed by this innovative Voith solution.”
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